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There are giants among us, passing largely unnoticed, intent on carrying out a secret plan to

enslave all humanity. They may not look like giants today, but their bloodlines extend all the way

back to the Nephilimâ€”the offspring of angels who mated with human womenâ€”described in

Genesis 6 when giants roamed the land. Gary Wayne, author of The Genesis 6 Conspiracy: How

Secret Societies and the Descendants of Giants Plan to Enslave Humankind, details the role of

modern-day Nephilim in Satanâ€™s plan to install the Antichrist at the End of Days.When God cast

the angel Lucifer and his followers out of heaven, Lucifer set into motion a scheme to ensure the

Nephilim survived. Why? Because from the bloodlines of these Nephilim the Antichrist will come. To

keep his plan alive, Satan has enlisted the loyalty of secret societies such as the Freemasons, the

Templars, and the Rosicrucians to conspire in teaching a theology and a history of the world that is

contrary to the biblical one.This Genesis 6 Conspiracy marches toward the Great Tribulation, when

the loyalty of the Terminal Generationâ€”this generationâ€”will be tested. The Bible, along with many

other ancient sources, clearly records the existence of giants. Wayne provides copious citations

from many society insiders, along with extensive Bible references, other religious references, and

historical material to bolster his contention. What he uncovers will astonish youâ€”and it will

challenge you to prepare for the fulfilling of Godâ€™s promises.
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Every Christian should get this book! After reading it I have a much more complete understanding of

what Scripture means when it speaks of Satan being Ã¢Â€Âœthe god of this worldÃ¢Â€Â• and how

the Ã¢Â€Âœwhole world lies in the power of the evil one.Ã¢Â€Â• Gary Wayne makes a pretty

convincing case for understanding the "sons of GodÃ¢Â€Â• in Genesis 6:4 to be fallen angels who

copulated with human women to produce races of giants. Adopting this view makes a number of

Scripture passages come into clearer focus such as 1 Peter 3:19-20 and Jude 6. He argues that the

seed of the serpent referred to in Genesis 3 is a physical seed that can be traced through Scripture

and human history that will resurface in a visible, literal way in the end times. Wayne shows us the

historical and philosophical connectivity between seemingly diverse movements and organizations

such as gnosticism, pantheism, evolution, Free Masonry and even some Catholic orders. Satan

truly disguises himself as an Ã¢Â€Âœangel of light.Ã¢Â€Â•But a word of caution is in order here. The

reader must always keep in mind that much of the evidence Wayne leverages to support some of

his claims is based in material that is legendary, apocryphal and mythological in nature. His

conviction is that even if these sources differ with Scripture and with each other in detail there is

enough agreement between them to conclude they witness to some substantive reality. Wayne

quotes the old proverb, Ã¢Â€ÂœWhere there is smoke there is fire.Ã¢Â€Â• I tend to agree but it may

also be true sometimes that legends and myths have no foundation in reality but rather give birth to

one another.At times Wayne draws conclusions that may be superficial with regard to movements

and events which have plausible alternate historical explanations. At various points readers need to

check out what others have to say rather than just take Gary WayneÃ¢Â€Â™s word for it.This is a

big read of almost 700 pages (not including the bibliography) that suffers from repetitiveness and

tedium after a certain point. WayneÃ¢Â€Â™s main points are already well-developed by the time the

reader gets to the mid-point of the book.My biggest concern comes at the very end of the book

where Wayne advocates embracing the Koran as a source of truth alongside the Judeo-Christian

Scriptures. At various points he also seems to endorse all monotheistic faith traditions as valid

expressions of truth in opposition to gnosticism and pantheism.



The research that was done by the author is amazing. This is not a "quick read" by any means. A

very thought provoking book to say the least. I would suggest an introductory reading of "The

Omega Conspiracy" by I.D.E. Thomas for those Christians and truth seekers that have no prior

knowledge of what Genesis 6 implies or those that were taught falsely that the meaning of Genesis

6 was about Cain's descendants marrying Seth's descendants (and as Seth's line meaning "sons of

God not angels). It is very important to understand the real spiritual undertones working under the

visual governments and ideologies that we see on the surface. Make no mistake... there is a

Conspiracy, and it is began way back in the garden of Eden and the prophet Noah's time and

continues today... as politically incorrect as "conspiracy" talk may sound... it's a fact.

Extensively researched and well thought out information about the Spiritual World and how it

impacts us.

Finally a summation of the link between the illuminati, Freemasons, 'aliens' -nephilim and

biblical/non biblical text . A great introduction to antiquity for the bible student looking to connect the

past to the present.

Gary Wayne has put together a review of concepts of Myths, Mythology and Bible scripture and

explains how history is being formed by historical and very real present day people.Whatever your

perspectives on human nature are, you could benefit from this view of how power and politics have

subjected the course of wars and human destiny on this earth.I've read the first part of the book

which forms the biblical base for Mythology and found that to need more inclusive research of other

cultures.

Only Author to give the full story of our past history. With all I have studied in the past 13 years,

prayerfully studying the Word of God, and not giving into peer pressure. Gary Wayne is the closest

to giving us the put together truth of the past, present, and future. I have been a Genealogist for

over 65 years, I have seen corruption in the family tree in the past years, do to the field being open

up to those who don't know what they are doing and just simply put are guessing at the information

and not using documented information. Gary Wayne is the only one to document the truth about the

6 th day creation. Good job Gary Wayne. I found your book riveting.

Much of our history is hidden from us by those who rule over us. Why? Because it's easier to dupe



and control people who are ignorant of this history. To the end a person can be enslaved by their

own ignorance. But, stepping-out in pursuit of the hidden history is difficult, sometimes perilous (if

you could ask Otto Rahn), task. You will be beset by false trails and people who will denounce you

in many ways as either a "conspiracy theorist kook" or, in many cases, a heretic -- even by those

you considered as brethren. Persistence is rewarded in due time though and this book, "The

Genesis 6 Conspiracy" can tie-up many of those loose-ends that bewilders the seeker.

This is a meticulously documented book, with innumerable legends, scriptures from many different

faiths, all showing the erroneous bloodlines of purported royalty the globalist Freemasons and their

Ilk claim as their pedigree. Everyone should read this book, no matter what their religious

convictions or lack of them may be, for it describes our ominous future of we are not made aware of

these things.
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